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Abstract

Background—While there is extensive literature on the relationship between the P3 component of event-related potentials (ERPs) and risk for alcoholism, there are few published studies regarding other potentially important ERP components. One important candidate is the N4(00) component in the context of semantic processing, as abnormalities in this component have been reported for adult alcoholics.

Method—A semantic priming task was administered to non-alcohol dependent male offspring (18 to 25 years) of alcoholic fathers [high risk (HR) n=23] and non-alcoholic fathers [low risk (LR) n=28], to study whether the two groups differ in terms of the N4 component. Subjects were presented with 150 words and 150 non-words. Among the words, 50 words (primed) were preceded by their antonyms (prime, n=50), whereas the remaining 50 words were unprimed. For the analysis, N4 amplitude and latency, as well as behavioral measures for the primed and unprimed words were considered.

Results—A significant interaction effect was observed between semantic condition and group, where HR subjects did not show N4 attenuation for primed stimuli.

Conclusion—The lack of N4 attenuation to primed stimuli and/or inability to differentiate between primed and unprimed stimuli, without latency and reaction time being affected, suggest deficits in semantic priming, especially in semantic expectancy and/or post-lexical semantic processing in HR male offspring. Further, it indicates that it might be an electrophysiological endophenotype that reflects genetic vulnerability to develop alcoholism.
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1. Introduction

N4(00) is a negative component of the event related potential (ERP), occurring predominantly over the centroparietal scalp region and approximately 300 to 650 ms after the presentation of a word that is incongruent with its semantic context (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980; Bentin, 1989; Bentin et al., 1993; Hamberger et al., 1995; Gunter and Friederici, 1999; Nixon et al., 2002). In the classic experiment of Kutas and Hillyard (1980), N4 was elicited by the final anomalous word in sentences presented one word at a time (Kutas and Van Petten, 1988; Nixon et al., 2002). Though it is observed predominantly to semantic violations, a recent body of work has shown that N4 varies systematically with the processing of potentially meaningful stimuli at the level of meaning, where the amplitude is reduced by a variety of factors that increase these items predictability in their context (Kutas and Federmeier, 2000). Some of these factors are semantic congruity, antonyms, high frequency words and repetitions. Studies have shown that N4 reflects contextual integration (Brown and Hagoort, 1993). This view emphasizes the importance of the fit between the eliciting item and context-based information currently held in working memory. If there is a fit, integration will be easier and correspondingly the N4 is reduced. In addition, N4 also appears to vary inversely with the ease of accessing information from long-term memory. For example, the more the frequency of usage (or repetition) of a word, the smaller the N4 amplitude it will elicit (Fischler et al., 1983; Kutas and Federmeier, 2000). There are different strategies for eliciting N4 that have been reported in the literature. Unlike the earlier methods of presenting sentences with the last word being congruent or incongruent, the lexical decision task used in this study involves presentation of letter strings in sequence. The subject must decide whether the stimulus presented is a word or a non-word. Within this framework, the semantic priming task has been one of the most extensively used paradigms to observe the effect of priming on N4 (Bentin, 1989; Ganis et al., 1996). Classically, with respect to behavioral studies, semantic priming effect refers to the faster reaction time to the related targets than to the unrelated targets in a lexical decision task (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971). Similarly, with regard to ERP tasks, semantic priming is observed in reduced N4 amplitude to the primed stimuli. A body of early work shows that, N4 amplitude is inversely related to the word’s ‘cloze probability’ (Kutas and Hillyard, 1984), i.e., the degree to which a particular word is the most likely completion for a sentence fragment (Taylor, 1953). For example, in the sentence, ‘I had coffee and omelet for breakfast’, the last word ‘breakfast’ has a greater degree of probability and/or association to complete the sentence, than the word ‘office’. Recently it has been shown that the N4 amplitude reduction observed to a primed stimulus, such as in antonym-pairs, is similar to the N4 amplitude reduction observed to congruent last words in sentences (Kutas and Federmeier, 2000). With respect to the semantic priming paradigm, a word preceded by an unrelated word (unprimed condition) produces a larger N4 in comparison to a word preceded by a related word (primed condition) (McCarthy and Nobre, 1993). For example, in the following two pairs of stimuli ‘North–Pencil’ and ‘Before–After’, the word ‘after’ elicits a smaller N4 compared to the word ‘pencil’. This is because the word ‘after’ is primed by the word ‘before’, while there is no priming for the word ‘pencil’.

There are different theories regarding what the N4 in a priming paradigm reflects. The often quoted mechanisms are those of Neely and Keefe (1989), who purport that these mechanisms are automatic spreading activation, expectancy and semantic matching. The latter two are generally referred to as controlled processes. According to the automatic spreading activation theory, presentation of a word is thought to activate the corresponding conceptual representation in the semantic network, and the activation automatically spreads to related nodes, thereby increasing their activation level and reducing the processing time of the related words (Collins and Loftus, 1975). Expectancy is the second mechanism used to explain the priming effect. It is assumed that based on the prime, subjects generate
expectancy for a set of semantically related targets. Targets that are expected are recognized more quickly compared to targets that are not expected. This mechanism is said to be influenced by the instructions and the proportions of prime-target pairs (den Heyer et al., 1983; Neely and Keefe, 1989; Silva-Pereyra et al., 1999). In general, semantic matching is also referred to as a post-lexical priming mechanism. It refers to the strategy, where after the lexical and semantic access and activation of prime and target pair, but before the subject’s decision and response to the target is completed, the subject may match the target with the prime that preceded it. If it is related, a ‘word’ decision/response bias ensues, thereby facilitating responses to related word target; if it is unrelated, a ‘non-word’ decision/response bias follows (Neely and Keefe, 1989; Silva-Pereyra et al., 1999). The latter two mechanisms are referred to as controlled priming mechanisms. The relatively recent body of research suggests that the controlled priming mechanisms are generally believed to act more effectively at relatively long stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of greater than 500 ms, whereas automatic spreading activation is thought to be the mechanism that influences the priming effect at short SOAs (De Groot et al., 1986; Neely, 1991).

Nevertheless, compared to the earlier findings, more recent work has shown that semantic matching strategies can be active at SOAs as short as 150 ms (Koivisto, 1998) and automatic spreading activation can influence priming as long as 2000 ms (Deacon et al., 1999). In general, research evidence suggests that the N4 in the priming paradigm reflects different mechanisms, such as automatic spreading activation (Kutas and Hillyard, 1989; Kiefer and Spitzer, 2000; Deacon et al., 2000; Kiefer, 2002; Deacon et al., 2004), expectancy (Kutas et al., 1984; Silva-Pereyra et al., 1999) and semantic matching (Chwilla et al., 1998; Holcomb, 1993) depending on the paradigm used.

Alcohol dependence has been shown to adversely affect numerous cognitive functions, including semantic processing (Williams and Rundell, 1984; Maylor et al., 1987; Ji et al., 1999). Relatively old and new neurophysiological studies have found abnormalities, such as decreased P3 amplitude in target detection tasks (Pfefferbaum et al., 1991; Porjesz and Begleiter, 1985; Porjesz and Begleiter, 1987; Prabhu et al., 2001), and in Go/NoGo tasks (Cohen et al., 1997; Kamarajan et al., 2005), decreased N2 and N2-P3 complex (Realmuto et al., 1993), and delayed latency for the N2 in a visual discrimination task in abstinent alcoholics (Porjesz et al., 1987). Further, the decreased P3 amplitude persisted after extended abstinence (Porjesz and Begleiter, 1987; Fein and Chang, 2006). These abnormalities observed in ERP components reveal general cognitive impairment in alcoholics (For a detailed review see Porjesz and Begleiter, 2003).

N4 abnormalities in semantic priming tasks have been observed in alcoholics. For example, Ceballos et al. (2005) found significantly less negative N4 amplitude in alcohol dependents relative to non-dependent controls. Similarly, Nixon et al. (2002) obtained reduced N4 amplitude of the difference waveform between primed and unprimed words in alcoholics compared to community controls. In a very large study, in contrast with controls, alcohol dependent subjects exhibited large N4 amplitudes to both primed and unprimed words alike (Porjesz et al., 2002), showing no attenuation of N4 for primed words; this indicates that alcoholics exhibit a lack of differentiation in their N4 responses between primed and unprimed words, responding similarly to both.

**Risk for alcoholism and cognitive functions**

Alcoholism is a complex disorder attributed to the interaction of genetic and environmental factors. There is considerable evidence to demonstrate that genetic predisposition accounts for roughly half of the risk in the development of alcohol dependence (Schuckit, 2000; Hines et al., 2005). Twin studies have shown that the concordance rates of alcoholism in monozygotic twins are higher than that of fraternal twins (Prescott and Kendler, 1999) and
that genetic risk factors are the same for women and men (Heath et al., 1997; Prescott et al., 1999). Similarly, studies of children of alcoholics who were adopted at an early age and reared by non-relatives showed six fold higher rates of alcohol abuse, regardless of their postnatal environment (Sigvardsson et al., 1996). These studies underscore the existence of predisposition or risk for alcoholism.

Risk status has been associated with deficits in cognitive functioning as revealed by electrophysiological and neuropsychological studies. These deficits may be associated with a predisposition for alcoholism and related disorders. In earlier neuropsychological studies, family history positive (FHP) men performed poorly compared to family history negative (FHN) men on language and memory tests (Hegedus et al., 1984; Tarter et al., 1984). With respect to electrophysiology, P3 amplitude reductions have been noted in children of alcoholics, thus indicating that the deficits associated with P3 are also associated with risk (Begleiter et al., 1984; Polich et al., 1994; Ramachandran et al., 1996). Using the lexical decision task/semantic priming paradigm that was used in the current study, Almasy et al. (2001) found significant heritability for N4 amplitude. Further, a significant reduction in N4 amplitude was observed in the FHP male offspring compared to FHN male offspring in a letter rhyming task (Schmidt and Neville, 1985). These studies indicate that the N4 deficits observed in alcoholics (Porjesz et al., 2002) may also be found in the HR individuals. This may be an index of vulnerability that predates alcohol dependence. Some of these electrophysiological findings observed have served as intermediate phenotypes or endophenotypes, which have been successfully used to study the genetic susceptibility to alcoholism (Begleiter and Porjesz, 1999). It is likely that this susceptibility may manifest as deficits in cognitive and linguistic functioning (Kuperman et al., 1995).

Hence, as previous work from our laboratory has demonstrated a lack of differentiation in N4 amplitude measures between primed and unprimed words in adult alcoholics, the present research was undertaken to study whether the deficits are already present in high risk offspring of alcoholics. Further, as the literature reports that the N4 predominantly occurs over centroparietal regions, we have included regional differences in the analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were selected from the ongoing Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA), a multi-site national consortium. The consortium is composed of six data collection centers, located at: State University of New York – Downstate Medical Center; University of Connecticut Health Center; Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis; University of California at San Diego; University of Iowa; and Indiana University Medical School. Alcoholic families were recruited through probands from inpatient and outpatient treatment facilities, and they and their family members were interviewed with the Semi Structured Assessment of the Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA) to determine psychiatric diagnoses. A detailed description of the COGA recruitment and assessment procedures has been described previously (Begleiter et al., 1995; Bucholz et al., 1994; Hesselbrock et al., 1999). For comparison, and to obtain a representative sample of the general population, control families were recruited from HMOs, drivers’ license records, and dental clinics at each site. The control families were interviewed with the SSAGA, and underwent the same full protocol as COGA family members. The time period of the data collection was from 1993 to 2003.

Twenty-three high risk (HR) male offspring from the alcoholic families in COGA (Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism) and 28 low risk (LR) male offspring from the control families who fulfilled the inclusion and exclusion criteria as mentioned.
below, were selected for the present study. All the subjects were in the age range of 18 to 25 years. They were categorized as LR if they were from control families and their parents were diagnosed negative for DSM III-R alcohol dependence. Further, LR subjects could not be alcohol dependent or abusers and could not have a concurrent or past history of externalizing disorder (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Antisocial Personality Disorder and Conduct Disorder). Subjects assigned to the HR category were offspring of male alcoholics from COGA families whose mothers were not alcohol dependent (to rule out the confounding effects of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or fetal alcohol effects), but who could have additional first degree relatives who were alcohol dependent. Further, HR subjects could not be alcohol dependent or abusers, but those with concurrent or past history of externalizing disorders were not excluded. In addition, subjects whose parents had any history of psychosis were not included. All the subjects who participated in the study were right-handed (table 1).

For the ERP protocol, subjects with hepatic encephalopathy/cirrhosis of the liver, multiple sclerosis, stroke, seizures, head injury, any other history of neurological, psychiatric disorders and neurosurgical procedures were excluded. Subjects who were taking medication that affects/influences brain functioning, who tested positive for HIV, had uncorrected vision and/or hearing deficits, or had used any psychoactive substances in the past 5 days were also excluded. Prior to neurophysiological assessment, breath analyzers were used to exclude subjects who tested positive for the presence of alcohol.

Each center obtained separate Institutional Review Board approval for the COGA research and written informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to participation.

2.2. Data recording

All six sites used the identical experimental paradigm and electrophysiological software and hardware. An internal consistency study by Kuperman et al. (1995) showed that the data from all six laboratory locations were consistent with each other for this paradigm. Subjects were seated on a comfortable chair in a sound-attenuated temperature-regulated and dimly lit booth (Industrial Acoustics Company; Bronx, NY). An Electro-Cap (Electro-Cap International Inc.; Eaton, OH) with 19 leads based on the International 10–20 system (Jasper, 1958) was placed on the scalp of each subject. A forehead electrode served as the ground and the nose electrode served as the common reference. Electrode impedance was maintained below 5 kΩ. For eye movement artifact correction, both vertical and horizontal electro-ocular (EOG) activities were recorded with the electrodes placed supraorbitally and at the outer canthus of the left eye. Amplifier gain was set at 10,000 times on Sensorium EPA-2 Electrophysiology amplifiers (Charlotte, VT), with a high pass filter of 0.02 Hz and low pass filter of 50 Hz and digitized on a Concurrent 5550 computer (Concurrent Computer Corp. Atlanta, GA). The sampling rate was 256 Hz with sampling beginning 187 msec prior to and continuing for 1413 msec after the stimulus onset. Online artifact rejection was used whenever the voltages exceeded ± 73.3 µV. Offline analysis was performed at SUNY Downstate Medical Center, New York. Data were further processed using an 8 Hz low pass digital filter and epochs including 200 ms prior to the stimulus and 800 ms after the stimulus onset were extracted. The average waveforms of each subject were inspected and the records of subjects who had anomalous and artifact contaminated wave forms were removed from further analysis. The trials in which the response time exceeded 1000 msec were excluded from all analyses. Further, only the correct response trials were included. In order to avoid the variation in the number of correct trials, the minimum and maximum numbers of correct trials were taken as 20 and 35 respectively. The mean number of accepted trials for the final analysis was 27 for both primed and unprimed words in the HR group, and 30 for primed and 31 for unprimed in the LR group.
2.3. Lexical Decision Task

The experiment used for the study was a lexical decision task that required subjects to indicate whether a stimulus was a word or a non-word by pressing a button with the index finger of one hand or the opposite hand, respectively. The hand used for the button press was counter-balanced across subjects. Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. Within the above framework, the present study involved a semantic priming paradigm. The subjects were sequentially presented with a partially randomized list of 150 words and 150 non-words with a uniform inter-stimulus interval of 1600 ms. The exposure time for each stimulus was 150 msec. Among the 150 words, 50 words (primed) were always preceded by their antonyms (prime: n = 50), whereas the remaining 50 words (unprimed) were unrelated and sometimes preceded and/or followed by the non-words. The remaining 150 stimuli consisted of non-words comprising jumbled letters (Figure 1). The prime-antonym pairs (prime and primed words) were always preceded and followed by a non-word.

Electrophysiological data recorded to the second word of the prime-antonym pair (n = 50; primed) and the unrelated word (word not preceded by its antonym; n = 50; unprimed) were averaged to produce mean waveforms of primed and unprimed words for each subject. The N4 component was selected as the largest negative peak between 300 to 500 ms and occurring before the large positive component after the stimulus onset in averaged waveforms for each subject and condition; its peak amplitude and latency values were extracted using a semi-automatic peak-picking program. This study focused on assessing differences that were previously noted in alcoholics namely, between primed and unprimed words.

Word length was the same for primed and unprimed conditions and averaged 4.5 letters. Non-word length also averaged 4.5 letters and consisted of pronounceable combinations of letters. Both word and non-word were of 2.5 cm in height and were of white color presented over a black background. Word familiarity, using the scale of Toglia et al. (1978), for both the primed and unprimed words, averaged 6.3 on a scale of 1 (unfamiliar) to 7 (very familiar). A standardized spelling list Forbes, 1968 placed the average grade level of the primed and unprimed words in the 3rd grade and ranged from 2nd to 7th grade. Imaginability of the words ranged from 215 to 641 on the scale of 100 to 700 with the average of 484.31. The average concreteness of the words was 447.36 with the range from 242 to 624. Both imaginability and concreteness scores were obtained online from MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Refer http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/mrc2.html). Written frequency according to Kucera-Francis frequency count averaged 456.80 and ranged from one to 21,341 (Kucera and Francis, 1967). The parts of speech of the words included noun, verb, adjective, adverb and preposition; some words fell into more than one category.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using SPSS version 12.0. Of the 19 channels, data from nine electrodes were selected and grouped into three regions, viz. frontal (Fz, F3, F4), central (Cz, C3, C4), and parietal (Pz, P3, P4). Subject and task related variables such as age, average alcohol intake (number of drinks) per month for the last six months, number of correct responses, and reaction time were analyzed for group differences using student’s t test and paired samples t test. As a primary analysis, repeated measures ANCOVAs were used separately for amplitude and latency, with groups as the between-subjects variable. Semantic condition (primed and unprimed) and scalp region (frontal, central, and parietal) were entered as the within-subjects factors with average alcohol intake per month for the last six months as covariate. As a secondary analysis, group differences were examined using separate repeated measures ANCOVAs for different semantic conditions (primed-amplitude, primed-latency,
unprimed-amplitude, and unprimed-latency). For all the secondary analyses, scalp region and electrode position were entered as within-subjects factors and average alcohol intake per month for the last six months as covariate. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was employed when required. Unless otherwise mentioned the results were non-significant and mean values indicated are covariate-adjusted.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical variables

Table 1 lists the demographic and clinical characteristics of the HR and LR samples. The groups showed no significant difference in their age (t value = −0.32, p = .75). Alcohol intake per month did not show any significant correlation with any of the dependent variables. However, the groups differed significantly in average alcohol intake per month for the past six months (t value = −2.14, p = .038). Therefore, to rule out any possible influence of alcohol consumption, average alcohol intake per month for the past six months was used as covariate. The covariate did not show any significant main or interaction effect in any of the analyses. The groups were not matched on substance use and other Axis I conditions, since the reported rates for some co-occurring conditions, such as substance use in subjects with family history of alcoholism, are elevated over normal population levels (Sher et al., 1991; Cuijpers et al., 1999). This was also observed in the current study where more HR subjects had marijuana dependence compared to LR subjects. Marijuana dependence could not be included as a covariate in the statistical analysis as the data was a categorical variable. Therefore, we plotted scatterplots using the amplitude as the dependent variable and the marijuana dependence and non-marihuana dependence as the independent variable. We found that marijuana dependent subjects were randomly distributed across the non-dependent subjects.

3.2. Behavioral measures

The groups did not show any significant differences in the number of correct responses either to the primed t = −1.45; p = .153) or unprimed words (t = −1.83; p = .074). Similarly, no significant group differences between HR and LR groups in reaction time (RT) were observed either for primed (t = −0.44; p = .665) or for unprimed (t = 0.11; p = .913) word conditions. Further, analysis showed a significantly higher number of correct responses for primed words compared to unprimed words in both HR (t = 3.48, p = .002) and LR (t = 3.54, p = .001) group. Similarly, significantly shorter RTs for primed words compared to unprimed words were observed in both HR (t = −2.74; p = .012) and LR (t = −4.61; p = .00009) groups.

3.3. ERP findings

3.3.1. Amplitude—The mean peak N4 amplitude for the LR group was 2.00 µV (SE = .92) and −2.23 µV (SE = .68) for the primed and unprimed words respectively. Mean peak amplitude for the HR group was −1.01 µV (SE = .98) and −2.33 µV (SE = .76) for the primed and unprimed words, respectively. Repeated measures ANCOVA of the amplitude measure showed a main effect for the semantic condition and significant interaction effect between semantic condition and group (table 2). Both groups as a whole had more negative amplitude for the unprimed word compared to primed word. HR subjects exhibited a more negative N4 for primed word compared to LR subjects. For the unprimed condition, the groups did not differ on N4 (Figure 2 & 4a). Significant differences between primed and unprimed words were observed in the LR, but not in HR group (Figure 2 & 4b). These differences are also clearly depicted in the topographical representation (Figure 3). In the secondary analysis where the primed and unprimed conditions were analyzed separately, a significant main effect for group was observed in the primed condition (F = 4.65; p = .036),
but not in the unprimed condition (F = 0.10; p = .921), substantiating the results obtained in the primary analysis.

3.3.2. Latency—The mean N4 latency for the LR group was 320.39 ms (SE = 6.43) and 329.87 ms (SE = 6.23) for the primed and unprimed words, respectively. For the HR group, it was 333.51 ms (SE = 7.13) and 336.29 ms (SE = 6.90) for the primed and unprimed words, respectively. Statistical analysis showed no significant main and/or interaction effects for the latency measures (table 2).

4. Discussion

Previous results in our laboratory in adults using the same lexical decision paradigm as in the present study have demonstrated that, in contrast with controls, adult alcoholics fail to show reduction in N4 amplitude to the primed stimulus compared to the unprimed stimulus (Porjesz et al., 2002). Given these results, the current research was carried out to examine whether the nonalcoholic male offspring of alcoholics have similar impairment as alcoholics in semantic processing as measured through N4 in the same lexical decision paradigm, to determine whether these deficits antecede the development of alcoholism.

We report here that, while LR subjects showed significant N4 attenuation for the primed condition compared to the unprimed condition, this was not observed in HR offspring of alcoholics (Figure 2 & 4). This clear differentiation in the processing of primed and unprimed words demonstrates the priming effect in low risk subjects and the lack of the priming effect in high risk subjects. These results are similar to results obtained for adult male alcoholics using the same paradigm in our laboratory (Porjesz et al., 2002). This demonstrates that risk for alcoholism is associated with lack of N4 attenuation and priming effect. While the HR and LR groups were significantly different for the primed condition, in the unprimed condition, there was no significant difference between the two groups in N4 amplitude (Figure 3 & 4a).

With respect to N4 latency, both HR and LR groups did not differ with each other in either of the semantic conditions. Other studies, with semantic processing paradigms, have shown similar lack of significant differences in N4 latency between alcoholics and controls (Nixon et al., 2002; Ceballos et al., 2005). Moreover, within each group, there were no significant differences in N4 latency between primed and unprimed words. The lack of N4 latency differences between the two groups is consistent with the conclusion that the observed deficits are not linked to a general slowing of cognitive processes related to semantic interpretation (Grillon et al., 1991; Nixon et al., 2002).

In terms of behavioral measures, subjects in both the HR and LR groups showed significantly better performance for the primed words compared to the unprimed words with respect to number of correct responses and RT. This is in accordance with the findings observed in the literature (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971; Osterhout and Holcomb, 1995). However, both groups did not differ significantly from each other in RT, either in primed or in unprimed word conditions.

In the current study, the stimuli were presented sequentially and the subjects had to respond to each stimulus. This paradigm is expected to reduce post-lexical strategies on the semantic priming effect (McNamara and Altarriba, 1988; Silva-Pereyra et al., 1999). However, unlike those studies, the current study had antonym-pairs as compared to related pairs. Therefore, it can be said that ‘expectancy mechanism’ has more influence on semantic priming in the present study, where the subjects had a possibility to generate expectancy for the potential second-word of the antonym-pair. In addition, as the SOA was 1750 ms in the current study,
it is assumed that controlled processes are relatively more involved with the priming effect rather than automatic spreading activation. Thus, it appears that expectancy for the second word of the antonym-pair was not (adequately) generated in HR subjects, or that these individuals could not process the inherent semantic relatedness of the antonym-pairs, and thus failed to match the semantic context to that of the antonyms. This indicates deficits in semantic expectancy and post-lexical semantic processing in high risk subjects. Similar deficits have been reported; e.g., in a neuropsychological study, Drejer et al. (1985) found that HR adolescent sons of alcoholic fathers have poorer vocabulary and categorizing ability in comparison with sons of nonalcoholic fathers. Further, Ji et al. (1999) found no significant amplitude difference between category matching and non-matching process in adult alcoholics, indicating deficient processing of sample stimuli in dealing with processing of matching stimuli.

Regional and hemispheric differences have been observed in the scalp distribution of N4 (Curran et al., 1993). Studies have shown that N4 was maximally negative at the centroparietal region and exhibited larger amplitude at locations in the right hemisphere (Kutas and Hillyard, 1982; Kutas and Van Petten, 1988; Hill et al., 2002; Franklin et al., 2007). These topographic effects were robust across differences in presentation rate as well as in proportion of congruous to incongruous sentences (Kutas and Van Petten, 1988). In contrast to the above findings, we have observed predominantly more negative N4 at frontocentral regions in the left hemisphere for both primed and unprimed word conditions (Figure 3). This may be due to the different semantic priming paradigm adopted in this study that involved antonym-pairs. However, there were no statistically significant differential priming effects with respect to the brain regions and hemispheres. In general, the nature and objectives of this study were more clinical, and aimed at studying whether HR subjects have deficits in semantic priming, rather than to study the differential contribution of automatic spreading activation or controlled processes on semantic priming or the differential activation pattern with respect to the scalp region and hemisphere.

Several studies have already highlighted the genetic predisposition to develop alcoholism in family history positive young offspring (Goodwin, 1979; Cotton, 1979; Begleiter et al., 1984; Schmidt and Neville, 1985; Porjesz and Begleiter, 1990; Kamarajan et al., 2005). The heritability of P3 amplitude has been reported to be high for both visual (Porjesz et al., 1998; Almasy et al., 1999 and auditory P3 O’Connor et al., 1994; Almasy et al., 1999). Many of the electrophysiological indices have served as endophenotypes for alcoholism (Porjesz et al., 2005; Frederick and Iacono, 2006). It is important that these indices demonstrate good heritability. In this regard, a large scale genomewide linkage study using the same semantic priming task showed significant heritabilities for N4 and P3 amplitude in response to primed and unprimed words. As for the P3 component, the N4 component too showed significant genetic correlations, indicating shared genetic influences. Suggestive evidence of linkage for N4 amplitudes has been noted in several chromosomal regions (Almasy et al., 1999; Almasy et al., 2001). Studies have shown decreased P3 amplitude in alcohol dependent individuals (Porjesz and Begleiter, 1985), that persisted after long abstinence (Porjesz and Begleiter, 1987), and in young alcohol-naïve children of alcoholic probands (Begleiter et al., 1984; Polich et al., 1994). P3 amplitude is thought to be related to stimulus significance and the reduced amplitude in alcoholics and their offspring implies difficulty in discriminating stimulus relevance (Porjesz and Begleiter, 1996). In a semantic priming study, impairment for associated targets during alcohol intake in subjects with positive parental history compared to negative parental history for alcoholism was observed (Sayette et al., 2001). Similarly, adult male alcoholics (Porjesz et al., 2002) and HR male subjects in the current study, showed lack of priming effect as well as lack of discrimination between the primed and unprimed stimuli. Based on these results, it appears that the inability to discriminate between primed and unprimed words and lack of priming effect seen in alcoholics is already
present in high risk offspring of alcoholics prior to alcohol dependence. The results suggest that the lack of N4 attenuation to the primed word in HR subjects might reflect another aspect of a vulnerability to alcohol dependence that may have genetic underpinnings. Therefore, the lack of N4 attenuation to the primed stimuli found in nonalcoholic sons of alcoholics may be an electrophysiological endophenotype that characterizes the genetic vulnerability to alcohol dependence.

The results of the study should be viewed with caution because of a few limitations. Six subjects in the HR group and 3 subjects in the LR group had marijuana dependence, and one from each group had cocaine dependence. However, visual analysis of the wave pattern of these subjects did not show any gross deviation from others in the same group. Analysis of the data without including these subjects still yielded similar results. In addition, it has been shown that the presence of comorbid marijuana and cocaine dependence did not have any effect on N4 of the alcoholic subjects in a similar semantic priming task (Ceballos et al., 2005). On the other hand, subjects in both groups were not matched on any measure of intelligence. However, this might not be a major limitation considering the reaction time and latency measures did not differ between the two groups. Another, important factor to consider is that the high risk subjects, despite having a parent who is alcohol dependent, were not alcohol dependent themselves, though they may have the genetic risk to develop alcoholism and/or related disorders. Alcoholism is a complex disorder that is caused by multiple factors, genetic and environmental, and an interaction of both. Not all high risk offspring of alcoholic parents become alcohol dependent, and even if they carry a genetic predisposition, genetic risk alone is not sufficient to cause alcohol dependence (Grant, 1998; Grant and Dawson, 1997; Hingson et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2004a; Liu et al., 2004b). The clinical outcome can be due to several factors, including genetic, familial, social and the interaction of all of these factors; some offspring in high risk families even carry protective factors, preventing them from becoming alcohol dependent themselves (Volkow et al., 2006; Kuehn, 2006). In the future, further studies are required to explore the relationship between the reduced P3 amplitude found in alcoholics and their nonalcoholic offspring, and the lack of N4 differentiation between primed and unprimed stimuli. Similarly, studies are required to identify the protective factors that shield some subjects from high risk families from developing alcoholism.

**Conclusion**

The current findings support the earlier results of lack of N4 attenuation to primed words and/or inability to differentiate between the primed and unprimed words in alcoholics (Ji et al., 1999; Porjesz et al., 2002). However, as the earlier studies were conducted on alcoholic subjects, and the current study was conducted on subjects who are at HR to develop alcoholism, this suggests that the deficits were already present before the development of alcoholism. This indicates that similar to alcoholics, the HR subjects have deficits in semantic strategies especially in semantic expectancy and post-lexical semantic processing. These deficits in young male nonalcoholic offspring of alcoholics may represent an electrophysiological endophenotype that characterizes a genetic vulnerability to develop alcoholism and cognitive impairments. Follow up studies with this paradigm are underway in adolescents and young adults as part of the COGA prospective study.

**Appendix**

The Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA), Co-Principal Investigators B. Porjesz, V. Hesselbrock, H. Edenberg, L. Bierut, includes nine different centers where data collection, analysis, and storage take place. The nine sites and Principal Investigators and Co-Investigators are: University of Connecticut (V. Hesselbrock); Indiana University
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Figure 1.
An example of the stimuli and the order of presentation
Figure 2.
Amplitude for the primed and unprimed condition for the two groups. Note that the N4 is positive to the primed word in LR subjects. The star symbol represents significant difference and NS represents No significant difference.
Figure 3.
Scalp topography of N4 amplitude for primed and unprimed words in LR and HR groups. The colors towards dark blue represent positivity and colors towards red represent negativity. For primed words, LR subjects show more attenuation (dark blue) whereas HR subjects show less attenuation (green). Both the group performed similarly for unprimed words.
Figure 4.
Top panel (a) represents ERP average waveforms of LR and HR groups for both primed and unprimed semantic conditions (Green dashed circle indicates N4 component at Cz for both primed and unprimed semantic conditions). Bottom panel (b) represents ERP average waveforms of primed and unprimed semantic conditions for LR and HR subjects (Blue dashed circle indicates N4 component at Cz for both groups).
### Table 1
Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low risk</th>
<th>High Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age (S.D)</td>
<td>20.82 (2.00)</td>
<td>21.00 (1.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average alcohol intake per month (no. of drinks)</td>
<td>16.55 (18.24)</td>
<td>34.51 (39.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of cocaine dependence – DSM IIIR</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of marijuana dependence – DSM IIIR</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>26.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of stimulant dependence – DSM IIIR</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of opioid dependence – DSM IIIR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of lifetime depression – DSM IIIR</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Results of the primary analysis: repeated measures ANCOVA for amplitude and latency measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th></th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic condition</td>
<td>16.51</td>
<td>.0002 ***</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalp region</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group x Semantic condition</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>.032 *</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group x Scalp region</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>.436</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic condition x Scalp region</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05
*** p < .001